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 The copyright pledge is an important part of the copyright-use 
system.However,there is not much regulation content in the current law regulation. 
With the enhancement in the recognition of the importance of intellectual property 
rights,the copyright will be more applied in practice.The article which includes three 
parts will analyze the copyright pledge: 
 The first part describes the concept and legal basis of copyright pledge .The 
copyright is a natural right ,so the pledge of copyright is the pledge of right.The 
nature of copyright plays an important role in property right.The copyright pledge has 
full legal basis,such as "Property Law"、"Security law"and"Copyright Law".Known as 
well,intellectual property rights and other intangible property rights can be qualitative; 
and as a pledge of rights,the property of copyright is qualitative too.At the same 
time,The copyright pledge has its own features which is different from other right 
impawn. 
 The second part describes the constitute of copyright pledge system.The 
copyright pledge is established by signing the pledge contract and registration. The 
copyright pledge contract is affected by the date of issuance of the copyright pledge 
contract registration certificate.Before signing the copyright pledge contract ,it must 
be clear on the situation of the property right: the use of the copyright ; applying for 
evaluating it during the pledge time and the pledge preservation problem.By the 
analysis of the copyright pledge registration system, we should take "the opposing 
doctrine"，for it not only conforms to the fairness and justice of law spirit,and also for 
the market trade of copyrights. 
 The third part studies how to improve the system of copyright pledge.The 
copyright pledge is the work of property rights,but the copyright is the unity of the 
spiritual and the property.On the process of the copyright pledged and the pledge to 
be achieved , there are all sorts of problems and difficulties.The main problem is the 
conflict between the spirit rights and the property rights, and the lack of legal norms 
while solving the conflict. With the analysis so as to update and improve theory rules 














the realization of the copyright pledge.Therefore,property value evaluation must be 
worked before the pledge realized.Because the value of the copyright is uncertain, 
many factors should be taken into account while assessment. At the same time,for the 
realization of copyright pledge, government should build the Copyright Trading 
Platform. 
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